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Trident Arm Campground

Site analysis

Road access Sparse vegetation and camping 
encroachment

Lake view from picnic table Steep, narrow and rutted access 
to lake edge
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Current use
Trident Arm Camp has a high tree canopy and is adjacent to private 
property that has been cleared, making it a lot brighter than other 
parts of the forest. It feels open but also has an informality that gives it 
an authentic bush camp feel. 

An area of tea-tree borders the northern edge of the camping area. 

This provides more seclusion than the rest of the site and seems to be 

used as a toilet area. The view to the water draws visitors down a 
very steep slope. There is camping space for about four groups, and 
another	five	groups	beyond	the	boundary.

Existing amenities
Picnic	tables	and	fire	pits.

Existing access
Unsealed road along edge of private property.

Key issues
Dangerous and steep foot access to lake edge.

Fires and camping in unauthorised places.

Cultural values protection.

EVC
Limestone Box Forest and Lowland Forest. Adjacent Littoral Rainforest.

Planning zone
Conservation and Recreation Zone. Adjacent Special Protection Overlay.

Informal walking tracks through 
Tea-tree

Camping area
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Existing fire pit and 
tables with water view 

Steep, narrow, dangerous 
track down to water

Camping and driving 
extending into bush and 
damaging vegetation with 
informal campfires in area.

Existing single fire pit 

Informal walking tracks 

Existing fire pit and 
single table

Curved line of timber bollards.

Existing bollards,  entry sign and 
statutory signage. Fires in fire pits 
only, no hunting, no tree felling.

High canopy; sparse 
groundcover with open spaces

PRIVATE PROPERTY

Steep embankment

Steep embankment
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Trident Arm Campground

Site Analysis
1:1000 @A3

Camping encroaching into 
vegetation

Camping area

Views

Formal walking track

Informal walking track 

Formal road unsealed

Vehicle track maintenance

Informal road or unauthorised 
vehicle access

Existing Barrier

Existing picnic table

Existing fire scar

Existing fire pit
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Trident Arm Campground   

Key changes
Future use
With improved water access, this could be a favourable swimming 
spot. The camp site is large enough to accommodate up to nine family 
groups or larger groups.

Free camping.

Future amenities
Foot	track	and	raised	steps	to	lake	edge,	toilet,	four	new	fire	pits.

Future access
Existing unsealed road.

Key issues addressed 
Dangerous and steep foot access to lake edge.

Fires and camping in unauthorized places.

Cultural values conservation and protection.

Staging and priorities
Medium-high priority.

Install new barriers and stairs to the lake edge.

Zoning
Retain as Conservation and Recreation Zone

Permits
A Cultural Heritage Management Plan may be required for the walking 
track	and	staircase	if	it	requires	significant	earthworks.	If	it	is	an	above	
ground	structure	with	post	footings	a	permit	may	be	sufficient.
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New stairs to water. 

Informal camping for about 
14 groups; formalise 
boundary to avoid further 
expansion and add fire pits

Close and revegetate 
informal tracks

New toilet
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Trident Arm Campground

Proposed plan
1:1000 @A3

New vegetation

Group camping 

Small group camping

Single camping

Formal walking track

Informal walking track 

Formal road unsealed

Maintenance Vehicle Only 
(MVO)

Close and revegetate track

Existing barrier

New vehicle barrier

New path

New road unsealed

New toilet

Car parking 

New furniture

Fishing platform/kayak launch

New fire pit

New sign

A

B
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Remove all existing 
timber bollards.

Ensure existing gate is 
maintained and locked 
to prevent cattle 
grazing in park.

Retain existing fire 
pits and tables.




